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Innovative Digital Experiences,
Delivered.
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Retail Banking allows banks to

seamlessly engage consumers across dif-

frictionless ﬁnancial services – when and
where their customers want it.

Omnichannel Experience

Integration

A seamless user experience across digital channels

Ability to integrate seamlessly with banking host

including mobile, tablet, internet banking, wear-

systems, payment gateways, social media and

ables and conversational banking

other third-party systems

Fast Time-To-Market

Lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)

Fast implementation, using developer enablement

The open technology stack enables banks to opti-
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Enterprise-Grade Security

Innovative Oﬀerings

Highly secure with end-to-end encryption from the

Enable banks to oﬀer Innovative and relevant cus-

client device to the banks’ servers and multiple in-

tomer experiences in the areas of lifestyle banking,
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Personalized User Experience

Customer Registration

Deliver user experience speciﬁc and
personalized to banks needs

Interactive and easy-to-use
registration process via account
number/ cards/ loan account
Set up login credential/ Mpin / touch
ID for secure login.

Customers can personalise settings
based on their preferences across each
channel

Transactions

Notiﬁcations

Support for all types of transactions,
including fund transfers, P2P, bill payments, top-ups, cardless ATM, and
loan payments
One-click transactions, whereby saved
transaction details can be reused for
quicker payments

Rich push notiﬁcations to drive deeper
customer engagements
Actionable notiﬁcations to drive a call to
action
Rich channel support: Browser, In-Tray,
In-Box, SMS

Standing instructions for scheduling
payments and transfers

Secure and Scalable

Customer Insights

Multi-factor authentication supporting
OTP, 2FA, Hard/Soft tokens

Provides detailed reporting information
to facilitate analytics engines to deliver
deep customer insights and proactively
oﬀer relevant services to consumers.

Biometric support including native biometrics of the device, oﬀ device biometrics including 3D Facial Recognition,
Voice and Device scoring

Integrates with the banks data warehouse and CRM engines to design and
deliver marketing campaigns within the
digital channels

Highly scalable architecture supporting
millions of users processing over 25k
transactions per second
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